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The Dubious Story of the Murder of Kim Jong-nam,
Brother of DPRK Leader Kim Jong-un
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In the West, even among people who consider themselves not susceptible to government-
corporate media propaganda, any wild story about North Korea can be taken as credible. We
should ask ourselves why that  is  the case,  given what  we know about  the history of
government and media fabrications, often related to gaining our acquiescence to a new war.

The corporate media reports North Korean agents murdered Kim Jong Nam with a banned
chemical weapon VX. They fail to add that the US government is not a signatory to the 1993
Chemical Weapons Convention. They rarely note the Malaysian police investigating the case
have not actually said North Korea is connected to his death.

The story of his death or murder raises a number of serious questions. North Korea says Kim
Jong  Nam  was  not  murdered,  but  suffered  from  heart  problems,  high  blood  pressure  and
diabetes,  required  constant  medication,  and  this  caused  his  death.  The  North  Korean
diplomat in Malaysia Ri Tong-il “cited the postmortem examination conducted by Malaysian
health authorities, claiming that the postmortem showed Jong-nam died of a heart attack.”

Malaysian  authorities  conducted  two  autopsies,  the  second  after  the  first  said  to  be
inconclusive in identifying a cause of death, before announcing well over a week later that
VX was involved.

What was going on here? And why weren’t the autopsies made open to others besides
Malaysian officials?

Why  was  the  South  Korean  government  the  first  country  to  come  out  quickly  after  Kim’s
February 13 death to blame North Korea for murdering him with the VX nerve weapon –
before Malaysia had determined anything? The Malaysian autopsy was not complete until
February 23, ten days later.

Why did these two women charged with murder travel several times to South Korea before
this attack occurred?

Why was the only North Korean arrested in the case released for lack of evidence?

The two women did not wear gloves, but had the liquid directly on their hands.  “The police
said the four North Korean suspects who left the country the day of the killing put the VX
liquid on the women’s hands.”They later washed it off.  Why did none of them die or even
get sickened by it? No reports say they went to the hospital.

“Malaysian Inspector-General of Police Khalid Abu  Khalid said the women knew
they were handling poisonous materials during the attack…. leading forensic
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toxicologists who study murder by poison… question how the two women could
walk away unscathed after deploying an agent potent enough to kill Kim Jong
Nam before he could even make it to the hospital.”

“Tens of thousands of passengers have passed through the airport since the
apparent  assassination  was  carried  out.  No  areas  were  cordoned  off  and
protective  measures  were  not  taken.”

Why, if a highly deadly VX used to kill Kim, did the terminal remain open to thousands of
travelers, and not shut down and checked for VX until February 26, 13 days later?

Health  Minister  Subramaniam Sathasivam said  “VX  only  requires  10  milligrams  to  be
absorbed into the system to be lethal,” yet he added that there have been no reports of
anyone else being sickened by the toxin.

DPRK’s Ri Tong-il said in his statement, “How is it possible” the two ladies survived? “How is
it possible” no single person in the airport got contaminated? “How is it possible” no nurse,
no doctor, no police escorting Kim after the attack were affected?

Why does Malaysia, which acknowledges Kim Jong Nam is Kim Jong Un’s half-brother, make
the outrageous demand that Kim’s body won’t be released to North Korea until a close
family member provides a sample of their own DNA?

From what we are told, the story does not add up.

Ri Tong-il asked in his same statement “Why is South Korea trying so hard [to blame the
DPRK] in this instance? They have a great political crisis inside South Korea [which is quite
true] and they need to divert people’s attention,” noting also that the two women involved
traveled to South Korea and that South Korea blamed the North for murder by VX the very
day it happened.

Stephen Lendman also gives a plausible explanation:

“Here’s what we know. North Korean senior representatives were preparing to come to New
York  to  meet  with  former  US  officials,  a  chance  for  both  sides  to  discuss  differences
diplomatically,  hopefully  leading  to  direct  talks  with  Trump  officials.

The State Department hadn’t yet approved visas, a positive development if arranged.

Reports indicate North Korea very much wanted the meeting to take place. Makes sense. It
would indicate a modest thaw in hostile relations, a good thing if anything came of it.

So why would Pyongyang want  to  kill  Kim Jong-nam at  this  potentially  sensitive time,
knowing it would be blamed for the incident, talks likely cancelled?

Sure  enough,  they’re  off,  Pyongyang  accused  of  killing  Kim,  even  though  it  seems
implausible they planned and carried out the incident, using agents in Malaysia to act as
proxies.”

Is possible that North Korean leader Kim Jong Un decided to murder his apolitical brother,
chosing to do so by using a banned highly toxic agent in public, under video cameras in a
crowded airport of a friendly country? Instead of say, doing it by easier means in the North
Korean Embassy’s guesthouse in Kuala Lumpur, where the New York Times said his brother
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sometimes stayed?

We are not supposed to doubt what we are spoon fed, that Kim Jong Un is some irrational
war-mongering madman who has instituted a reign of terror. A safer bet is this is a new
attempt to beat the drums of war against North Korea and its allies.

The author’s previous articles on North Korea are at

https://chicagoalbasolidarity.wordpress.com/category/north-korea/
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